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STANCE in a nutshell

Why is locomotion over soft terrain hard?

Whole-Body Control (WBC) frameworks are not terrain aware; they as-

sume that the robot is walking over rigid terrain. When the terrain is not

rigid, the unmodeled contact dynamics is not accounted for in the control

strategy. This introduces uncertainty in locomotion that affects the robot’s

stability and performance.

How to solve this?

We can extend the WBC formulation with a more generic contact model

that can handle rigid and soft terrain dynamics. By that, we can adapt to

any type of terrain by estimating the its impedance parameters online, and

feeding it back to the WBC.

What is our approach?

Soft Terrain Adaptation aNd Compliance Estimation (STANCE) is a soft

terrain adaptation algorithm that allows HyQ to adapt its locomotion strategy

online to any type of terrain compliance (stiff or soft) without pre-tuning.

STANCE consists of Compliant Contact Consistent Whole-Body

Control (c3WBC) and a Terrain Compliance Estimator (TCE). The

c3WBC adapts to any type of compliant terrain given the terrain parameters

that are estimated online via the TCE.

Why is this cool?

Unlike previous work on WBC, we do not assume that the ground is rigid.

With STANCE, HyQ can traverse and transition between multiple terrains

with different compliance without pre-tuning. Each leg independently senses

and adapts to changes in terrain compliance. Thus, the robot is always com-

pliant contact consistent (c3) with the terrain which makes STANCE

more robust in challenging scenarios compared to the baseline approaches.
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Objective:

• Track the planned trajectories (control tasks) & keep the robot balanced

• Respect the robot dynamics and actuation & kinematic limits

• Respect the contact dynamics (remain c3) and friction constraints

• The c3WBC is c3 while the standard WBC is rigid contact consistent

How is it done?

• Recall the robot dynamics:

Mu(q)q̈ + hu(q, q̇) = Jst,u(q)TFgrf (1)

Ma(q)q̈ + hj(q, q̇) = τj + Jst,j(q)TFgrf (2)

• Formulate a Whole-Body Optimization (WBOpt) problem via QP

• Solve for the optimal generalized acceleration q̈∗ and contact forces F ∗grf
• Map the optimal solution into desired joint torques:

τ ∗ = Maq̈
∗ + hj − JTst,jF

∗
grf (3)
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min
u
‖Wcom −Wcom,d‖2

Q + ‖u‖2
R (4)

u = [q̈T FT
grf η

T εT ]T

s.t.:

Muq̈ + hu = JTst,uFgrf (5)
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v̇st = Jstq̈ + J̇stq̇ = 0 (6)

Fgrf = Kstε+ Dstε̇ (7)

v̇st = Jstq̈ + J̇stq̇ = −ε̈ (8)

ε ≥ 0 (9)

|Fgrf,‖| ≤ µ|Fgrf,⊥| (10)

Fmin ≤ Fgrf,⊥ ≤ Fmax (11)

−η ≤ v̇sw − v̇sw,d ≤ η, η ≥ 0 (12)

τmin ≤ τj ≤ τmax, q̈jmin
≤ q̈j ≤ q̈jmax

(13)
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Objective:
The TCE estimates online the terrain compliance parameters (Kst and Dst)
based on the states of the robot, and feeds them back to the c3WBC.

How is it done?
We consider the contact model (7), and estimate
its actual states (Fgrf, ε, and ε̇). At every time
instant, we collect the contact states of the
previous m time instances, and using online
regression, we solve for the terrain parameters.

Limitations of STANCE

State Estimation over Soft Terrain:
Our state estimator relies on leg odometry which assumes that the ground
is rigid. Thus, the state estimator has difficulty determining when a foot
is in contact with the ground over soft terrain (i.e., is the foot in the air,
or compressing the surface?). This causes the leg odometry signal to drift
jeopardizing the estimation. Our WBC is robust against a drifting state
estimator, but the TCE is not; it still requires an accurate and non drifting
estimate of the feet position in the world frame.

Low level control:
Over soft terrain, the dynamics of the environment also plays a role and must
be considered in analyzing the stability of the system including the low level
control. We experienced this during experiment where we noticed instabilities
in the low level torque control loop. This is because interacting with soft
terrain reduces the stability margins of the closed loop system. So you can’t
use high torque gains (like the ones we used previously for rigid terrain).

Minor Differences in Less Dynamic Motions:
STANCE was able to outperform the standard WBC during aggressive and
dynamic motion. However, for a slow (less dynamic) motion, the outperfor-
mance of STANCE compared to the standard WBC was minor.

For more info.
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